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A provocative collection of articles that begins with the idea that the "popular" in classrooms and in the
everyday lives of teachers and students is fundamentally political. This anthology includes articles by
elementary and secondary public school teachers, scholars and activists who examine how and what
popular toys, books, films, music and other media "teach." The essays offer strong critiques and practical
pedagogical strategies for educators at every level to engage with the popular. Taking a global and
interdisciplinary approach, Children and Media explores the role of modern media, including the internet,
television, mobile media and video games, in the development of children, adolescents, and childhood.
Primer to global issues and core research into children and the media integrating work from around the
world Comprehensive integration of work that bridges disciplines, theoretical and research traditions and
methods Covers both critical/qualitative and quantitative approaches to the topic In much social scientific
literature, Polish civil society has been portrayed as weak and passive. This volume offers a much-needed
corrective, challenging this characterization on both theoretical and empirical grounds and suggesting new
ways of conceptualizing civil society to better account for events on the ground as well as global trends
such as neoliberalism, migration, and the renewal of nationalist ideologies. Focusing on forms of collective
action that researchers have tended to overlook, the studies gathered here show how public discourse
legitimizes certain claims and political actions as “true” civil society, while others are too often dismissed.
Taken together, they critique a model of civil society that is ‘made from above’. From social networking
sites to game design, from blogs to game play, and from fan fiction to commercial web sites, Girl Wide Web
2.0 offers a complex portrait of millennial girls online. Grounded in an understanding of the ongoing
evolution in computer and internet technology and in the ways in which girls themselves use that
technology, the book privileges studies of girls as active producers of computer/Internet content, and
incorporates an international/intercultural perspective so as to extend our understanding of girls, the
Internet, and the negotiation of identity. In this ground-breaking collection, a team of leading experts offer
a detailed examination of under-researched aspects of Soviet political repression in the 1930s. Drawing on
archival documents and materials that have received little attention in Western historiography, much of the
information detailed here is in English for the first time. "The book compares the 1954-79 labour
productivity record of five expanding public sector industries to that of 24 expanding, capital intensive,
mass-production industries in the British private sector. The author shows that the public sector industries'

labour productivity growth was significantly faster than that of the private sector industries. Strikingly, he
also finds that the state-owned industries were narrowing their productivity gap with their US counterparts
at a significantly faster rate than the private sector industries. Dr. Iordanoglou concludes that it is possible
that public ownership had - in the historical period investigated - a long-term positive effect on these
industries."--BOOK JACKET. As Food Studies has grown into a well-established field, literary scholars have
not fully addressed the prevalent themes of food, eating, and consumption in Chicana/o literature. Here,
contributors propose food consciousness as a paradigm to examine the literary discourses of Chicana/o
authors as they shift from the nation to the postnation. Women in television news have made great strides
in the past twenty-five years. No longer limited to being the token pretty face on the nightly newscast,
women have taken their places as working journalists in newsrooms, on the campaign trail, in war zones,
and in the highest echelons of network news management. Barbara Walters and Connie Chung have even
occupied the coveted network anchor's chair, if only briefly. In this book, 70 of the foremost women in
television news reflect on their professional successes, the personal and professional sacrifices that often
bought those successes, and the barriers that still confront women in the news business. Weaving their
interviews into a compelling text, Judith Marlane covers a wide range of issues, including looks versus
ability and experience, sexual harassment, the resistance to women news anchors, the difficulties of
balancing work and family life, women's and men's salaries, and the willingness of women to help other
women in the business. This book builds from Marlane's 1976 work, Women in Television News. Interviews
with many of the same women highlight the gains that women have made in broadcast journalism.
Simultaneously, Marlane has expanded her range of informants to include fifteen of America's most famous
male anchors and correspondents to gather their assessments of the role of women in broadcasting today.
Through a gender, ethnicity, and sexuality lens, Pérez demonstrates that queer Chicana/o and Latina/o
identities are much more prevalent in cultural production than most people think. By claiming a variety of
characters and texts as queer, he expands the breadth of queer representation in cultural production.
Talking about Leaving Revisited discusses findings from a five-year study that explores the extent, nature,
and contributory causes of field-switching both from and among “STEM” majors, and what enables
persistence to graduation. The book reflects on what has and has not changed since publication of Talking
about Leaving: Why Undergraduates Leave the Sciences (Elaine Seymour & Nancy M. Hewitt, Westview
Press, 1997). With the editors’ guidance, the authors of each chapter collaborate to address key questions,
drawing on findings from each related study source: national and institutional data, interviews with faculty
and students, structured observations and student assessments of teaching methods in STEM gateway
courses. Pitched to a wide audience, engaging in style, and richly illustrated in the interviewees’ own
words, this book affords the most comprehensive explanatory account to date of persistence, relocation and
loss in undergraduate sciences. Comprehensively addresses the causes of loss from undergraduate STEM
majors—an issue of ongoing national concern. Presents critical research relevant for nationwide STEM
education reform efforts. Explores the reasons why talented undergraduates abandon STEM majors.
Dispels popular causal myths about why students choose to leave STEM majors. This volume is based upon
work supported by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Award No. 2012-6-05 and the National Science
Foundation Award No. DUE 1224637. The Prophet Muhammad’s reported traditions have evolved
significantly to affect the social, cultural, and political lives of all Muslims. Though centuries of scholarship
were spent on the authentication and trustworthiness of the narrators, there has been less study focused on
the contents of these narratives, known as Hadith or Sunnah, and their corroboration by the Qur`an. This
book is a first step in a comprehensive attempt to contrast Hadith with the Qur`an in order to uncover some
of the unjust practices by Muslims concerning women and gender issues. Using specific examples the



author helps the reader appreciate and understand the magnitude of the problem. It is argued that the
human rights and the human development of Muslim women will not progress in a meaningful and
sustainable manner until the Hadith is re-examined in a fresh new approach from within the Islamic
framework, shifting the discourse in understanding Islam from a dogmatic religious law to a religio-moral
rational worldview. The author argues that such re-examination requires the involvement of women in
order to affirm their authority in exegetical and practical leadership within Muslim societies, and she
encourages Muslim women to stand up for their rights to effect change in understanding the role of sunnah
in their own life. This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates University of
California Press’s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and
impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality, peer-reviewed
scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in
1984. Rethinking Cultural Transfer and Transmission. Reflections and New Perspectives formulates new
directions within the studies on cultural transfer and transmission, including gender aspects of cultural
transfer, the importance of cultural transfer for minority literatures and approaches to writing a cultural
transfer and transmission history. The articles collected in this volume demonstrate that the field of cultural
transfer and transmission is developing quickly and offers a variety of research possibilities. New aspects
are scrutinised and new insights gained from rediscovered material, and although the discussion of the
theoretical points of departure and the methods used has only just begun, it is already providing us with
interesting results and insights. This book is Volume 4 in the book series Studies on Cultural Transfer &
Transmission. At the time of its adoption in October 2000, United Nations Security Council resolution 1325
on Women, Peace and Security (WPS) was hailed as a turning point for women involved in conflicts,
peacemaking, peacekeeping and post-conflict reconstruction. Resolution 1325 required all efforts aimed at
resolving conflicts and building peace to be inclusive, gender-sensitive and transformative for women. In
recent years, National Action Plans (NAPs) on WPS have become one of the most commonly used tools by
states to channel, assess and monitor the implementation of resolution 1325 and other UN WPS resolutions.
This book presents an edited version of the proceedings of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop (ARW)
on ‘National Action Plans on Women, Peace and Security’, held in Dublin, Ireland, in May 2016. The
workshop brought together representatives from various states, as well as academics, and members of civil
society and international organizations, to discuss their experiences with NAPs and to critically reflect on
the role of NAPs in supporting the implementation by states of the WPS framework. The aim of this book is
to disseminate the key arguments, findings, and recommendations which emerged from the discussions
held at the ARW. It includes a summary report which sets out key arguments and recommendations and
offers a number of key papers from the ARW, with the intention of contributing to academic and policy
debates concerning gender and armed conflict and, more particularly, the WPS framework. Statistical
Rethinking: A Bayesian Course with Examples in R and Stan builds readers’ knowledge of and confidence in
statistical modeling. Reflecting the need for even minor programming in today’s model-based statistics, the
book pushes readers to perform step-by-step calculations that are usually automated. This unique
computational approach ensures that readers understand enough of the details to make reasonable choices
and interpretations in their own modeling work. The text presents generalized linear multilevel models
from a Bayesian perspective, relying on a simple logical interpretation of Bayesian probability and
maximum entropy. It covers from the basics of regression to multilevel models. The author also discusses
measurement error, missing data, and Gaussian process models for spatial and network autocorrelation. By
using complete R code examples throughout, this book provides a practical foundation for performing
statistical inference. Designed for both PhD students and seasoned professionals in the natural and social
sciences, it prepares them for more advanced or specialized statistical modeling. Web Resource The book is
accompanied by an R package (rethinking) that is available on the author’s website and GitHub. The two
core functions (map and map2stan) of this package allow a variety of statistical models to be constructed
from standard model formulas. The 'reasonable person' is used to assess the acceptability of behaviour in
many areas of the law. This notion has attracted a great deal of criticism as it presupposes uncontested
notions of 'normal' behaviour. This book explores whether there are deeper foundations to these criticisms.
Between the two world wars, Paris served as the setting for unparalleled freedom for expatriate as well as

native-born French women, who enjoyed unprecedented access to education and opportunities to
participate in public, artistic and intellectual life. Many of these women--including Colette, Tamara de
Lempicka, Sonia Delaunay, Djuna Barnes, Augusta Savage, and Lee Miller--made lasting contributions to
art and literature. Urban Girls, published in 1996, was one of the first volumes to showcase the lives of girls
growing up in contexts of urban poverty and sometimes racism and violence. It spoke directly to young
women who, often for the first time, were seeing their own stories and those of their friends explained in
the materials they were asked to read. The volume has helped to shape the way in which we study girls and
understand their development over the past decade. Urban Girls Revisited explores the diversity of urban
adolescent girls' development and the sources of support and resilience that help them to build the
foundations of strength that they need as they enter adulthood. Urban girls are frequently marginalized by
poverty, ethnic discrimination, and stereotypes suggesting that they have deficits compared to their peers.
In fact, urban girls do often“grow up fast,” taking on multiple adult roles and responsibilities in contexts of
high levels of adversities. Yet a majority of these girls show remarkable strengths in the face of challenges,
and their families and communities provide many assets to support their development. This new volume
showcases these strengths. Contributors:Amy Alberts, Natasha Alexander, Murray Anderson, Elizabeth
Banister, Cecilia Benoit, Kristen Boelcke-Stennes, Ana Mari Cauce, Elise D. Christiansen, Brianna Coffino,
Catherine L. Costigan, Karin Coyle, Anita Davis, Jill Denner, Sumru Erkut, Kenyaatta Etchison, Michelle
Fine, Yulika Forman, Emily Genao, Mikael Jansson, Chalene Lechuga, Stacey J. Lee, Richard M. Lerner,
Nancy Lopez, Ann S. Masten, Jennifer McCormick, Jennifer Pastor, Erin Phelps, Leslie Prescott, Jean E.
Rhodes, Ritch C. Savin-Williams, Anne Shaffer, Renee Spencer, Pamela R. Smith, Carl S. Taylor, Jill McLean
Taylor, Virgil A. Taylor, Maria Elena Torre, Allison J. Tracy, Carmen N. Veloria, Martina C. Verba, and Janie
Victoria Ward. The Spice Girls phenomenon was a genuine pop music landmark. No group since The
Beatles had commanded as much media attention. Ginger, Baby, Posh, Sporty and Scary became
international stars and, whether they were adored or ridiculed, they became the ultimate expression of
global media fame in the Nineties. This book presents a comprehensive view of the state of social progress
worldwide over an entire 50-year period beginning 1970. It discusses original time-series research for the
period 1970-2018 as well as contemporary trends in quality of life and well-being research for the period
since 2018, and provides innovative research findings into the nature, history, and status of 160 of the
world’s economically advanced and developing nations. Among the topics included are discussion of the
worldwide development trends occurring with especially vulnerable population groups, such as children
and youth, the elderly, women, persons with disabilities, sexual minorities, and economic migrants. Further,
this book reports social indicator trends at four unit of analysis: individuals, nations, world regions, and for
the world-as-a-whole. Since Pauline Konga’s breakthrough performance at the 1996 summer Olympics in
Atlanta, the world has become accustomed to seeing Kenyan women medal at major championships, sweep
marathons, and set world records. Yet little is known about the pioneer generation of women who paved the
way for Kenya’s reputation as an international powerhouse in women’s track and field. In Kenya’s Running
Women: A History, historian and former professional runner Michelle M. Sikes details the triumphs and
many challenges these women faced, from the advent of Kenya’s athletics program in the colonial era
through the professionalization of running in the 1980s and 1990s. Sikes reveals how over time running
became a vehicle for Kenyan women to expand the boundaries of acceptable female behavior. Kenya’s
Running Women demonstrates the necessity of including women in histories of African sport, and of
incorporating sport into studies of African gender and nation-building. Urban girls are marginalised by
poverty, ethnic discrimination, and stereotypes suggesting that they have deficits compared to their peers.
This book explores the diversity of urban adolescent girls' development and the sources of support and
resilience that help them to build the foundations of strength that they need as they enter adulthood.
Twentieth-century Portugal saw dramatic political and social change. The monarchy was abolished, and a
republic installed (1910), soon giving way to a long-lasting dictatorship (1926); a transition to democracy
(1974) led to membership of the European Union (1986). But what do we know of how people lived during
these periods? And how did men, in particular, respond to the changes taking place in society? In this
illuminating and broad-ranging study, Rhian Atkin uses as case studies the work of Fernando Pessoa
(1888-1935), Luis de Sttau Monteiro (1926-93) and Jose Saramago (1922-2010) in order to examine the



relationship between socio-political change and the construction and performance of masculinities in the
urban environment of Lisbon over the course of the last century. Top linguists from diverse fields address
language varieties in the South. Language Variety in the South Revisited is a comprehensive collection of
new research on southern United States English by foremost scholars of regional language variation. Like
its predecessor, Language Variety in the South: Perspectives in Black and White (The University of Alabama
Press, 1986), this book includes current research into African American vernacular English, but it greatly
expands the scope of investigation and offers an extensive assessment of the field. The volume encompasses
studies of contact involving African and European languages; analysis of discourse, pragmatic, lexical,
phonological, and syntactic features; and evaluations of methods of collecting and examining data. The 38
essays not only offer a wealth of information about southern language varieties but also serve as models for
regional linguistic investigation. In North America between 1894 and 1930, the rise of the “New Woman”
sparked controversy on both sides of the Atlantic and around the world. As she demanded a public voice as
well as private fulfillment through work, education, and politics, American journalists debated and defined
her. Who was she and where did she come from? Was she to be celebrated as the agent of progress or
reviled as a traitor to the traditional family? Over time, the dominant version of the American New Woman
became typified as white, educated, and middle class: the suffragist, progressive reformer, and bloomer-
wearing bicyclist. By the 1920s, the jazz-dancing flapper epitomized her. Yet she also had many other faces.
Bringing together a diverse range of essays from the periodical press of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, Martha H. Patterson shows how the New Woman differed according to region, class,
politics, race, ethnicity, and historical circumstance. In addition to the New Woman’s prevailing
incarnations, she appears here as a gun-wielding heroine, imperialist symbol, assimilationist icon,
entrepreneur, socialist, anarchist, thief, vamp, and eugenicist. Together, these readings redefine our
understanding of the New Woman and her cultural impact. Ground-breaking research methodology applied
to an analysis of labor issues in Egypt Randall interviewed these outspoken women from all walks of life:
working-class Diana Espinoza, head bookkeeper of an employee-owned factory; Daisy Zamora, a vice
minister of culture under the Sandinistas; and Vidaluz Meneses, daughter of a Somozan official, who ties
her revolutionary ideals to her Catholicism. The voices of these women, along with nine others, lead us to
recognize both the failed promises and continuing attraction of the Sandinista movement for women.
COVID-19 had a global impact on health, communities, and the economy. As a result of COVID-19, music
festivals, gigs, and events were canceled or postponed across the world. This directly affected the incomes
and practices of many artists and the revenue for many entities in the music business. Despite this crisis,
however, there are pre-existing trends in the music business – the rise of the streaming economy,
technological change (virtual and augmented reality, blockchain, etc.), and new copyright legislation. Some
of these trends were impacted by the COVID-19 crisis while others were not. This book addresses these
challenges and trends by following a two-pronged approach: the first part focuses on the impact of
COVID-19 on the music business, and the second features general perspectives. Throughout both parts,
case studies bring various themes to life. The contributors address issues within the music business before
and during COVID-19. Using various critical approaches for studying the music business, this research-
based book addresses key questions concerning music contexts, rights, data, and COVID-19. Rethinking the
music business is a valuable study aid for undergraduate and postgraduate students in subjects including
the music business, cultural economics, cultural management, creative and cultural industries studies,
business and management studies, and media and communications. Open Federalism Revisited provides a
systematic, encompassing assessment of Canadian federalism in the Harper era, offering a fresh
perspective in federalism scholarship. Rethinking Caribbean Differenceexplores the effects of race and
ethnicity, class and linguistic variation on gender issues and gender ideologies in the Caribbean. The
papers in this issue include: Women's Organizations and Movements in Commonwealth Caribbean;
InSearch of our Memory: Gender in the Netherlands Antilles; Gendered Testimonies: Autobiographies,
Diaries and Letters by Women in Caribbean History; Gender Systems and the Project of Modernity in the
Post-colonial Caribbean; Is There an International Feminism?; Shattering DevelopmentalistIllusions:
Challenges for the Feminist Movement in Puerto Rico; Gender and International Relations: Issues for the
Caribbean; Masculinity and the Dance of the Dragon: Reading Lovelace Discursively. Originally published

in 1965, this standard work sets out to explore the questions: What is ‘social administration’, and how can
people prepare themselves for this work? It shows the social services in continuous evolution in response to
political, economic and social change, and it ends with a deeply thoughtful and thought-provoking analysis
of the processes and causes of this evolution, and of the different contributions to change made by the
various parties concerned. This analysis is based on the case studies presented in the book’s central
chapters. Of this new version of the book, first published in 1975, Professor Donnison wrote: ‘The first three
chapters of the original book have been scrapped and a new introduction to the whole subject takes their
place – an introduction not only to the literature about social policy and administration but to the "point"
and purpose of the subject (for students who, rightly, expect to be convinced about this before devoting
their time to it). Then follow eight case studies of innovations in the work and policies of local units of the
social services – including housing, education, a home help service, planning and legal aid, besides social
work services. These are the original studies untouched. I have returned to each agency and found out what
has happened since our original studies, adding a postscript to each, outlining the main developments since
the original research, ten to twenty years ago. I don’t think anyone has ever done that before. In most cases
the innovating trends we identified have gone further, often becoming national orthodoxy by now. The one
(on legal aid) where unexpected developments have occurred is at least as interesting.’ Professor Donnison
has added a ninth case study – of the Department of Social Administration at the London School of
Economics where he was working when the original studies were made (Professor Richard Titmuss was
head of the department at that time). This study traces the development of education for social workers at a
seminal stage and the difficult problems which had to be resolved when major new departures occurred in
this field. The chapter will be of lasting interest to historians of social work and social work education in
Britain, besides throwing light on the process of innovation in social policy. Until recently, historians tended
to dismiss home economics as little more than a conspiracy to keep women in the kitchen. This landmark
volume initiates collaboration among home economists, family and consumer science professionals, and
women's historians. What knits the essays together is a willingness to revisit the subject of home economics
with neither indictment nor apology. The volume includes significant new work that places home economics
in the twentieth century within the context of the development of women's professions. Rethinking Home
Economics documents the evolution of a profession from the home economics movement launched by Ellen
Richards in the early twentieth century to the modern field renamed Family and Consumer Sciences in
1994. The essays in this volume show the range of activities pursued under the rubric of home economics,
from dietetics and parenting, teaching and cooperative extension work, to test kitchen and product
development. Exploration of the ways in which gender, race, and class influenced women's options in
colleges and universities, hospitals, business, and industry, as well as government has provided a greater
understanding of the obstacles women encountered and the strategies they used to gain legitimacy as the
field developed. Until now the bulk of the literature about the veil has been written by outsiders who do not
themselves veil. This literature often assumes a condescending tone about veiled women, assuming that
they are making uninformed decisions choices about veiling makes them subservient to a patriarchal
culture and religion. “Rethinking Muslim Women and the Veil” offers an alternative viewpoint, based on the
thoughts and experiences of Muslim women themselves. This is the first time a clear and concise book-
length argument has been made for the compatibility between veiling and modernity. Katherine Bullock
uncovers positive aspects of the veil that are frequently not perceived by outsiders. “Rethinking Muslim
Women and the Veil” looks at the colonial roots of the negative Western stereotype of the veil. It presents
interviews with Muslim women to discover their thoughts and experiences with the veil in Canada. The
book also offers a positive theory of veiling. The author argues that in consumer capitalist cultures, women
can find wearing the veil a liberation from the stifling beauty game that promotes unsafe and unhealthy
ideal body images for women. This book also includes an extensive bibliography on topics related to Muslim
women and the veil. This book looks at Bangladesh at and beyond its fifty years since its formation in 1971.
A comprehensive, holistic narrative is constructed to track key development dynamics at the sectoral, sub-
sectoral and macro levels. This much-needed exercise dispels the notion that the 'Bangladesh surprise' can
be reduced to singular dimensions such as the trauma of the 1971 war or women's empowerment and
micro-credit. The mixture of economic history, political economy and institutional and actor analysis



provide fresh insights to the themes addressed. A well-argued case to view emerging Bangladesh as the
newest member of the Flying Geese club, The Odds Revisited includes a detailed review of macro and
sectoral developments over the last fifty years and provides new material and insights into the rise of
Bangladesh's capitalist class; a socio-economic perspective of the role of Dhaka-based urbanization; and the
rise of a new middle class.
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